The Project Read® Kindergarten curriculum by Language Circle Enterprises® focuses on decoding, encoding, and reading comprehension strategies, using multisensory activities and direct instruction to present a systematic approach to phonics.

Research-based and student-tested activities are specifically tailored to kindergarten children and allow students to practice phonemic awareness, sound/symbol recognition, word building, sentence composition, story reading, and kinesthetic/tactile memory. This curriculum builds a strong foundation for reading.

PHONICS (Phonics 1)
CONCEPTS & SKILLS OVERVIEW

Language
- Oral
- Written

Handwriting
- Letter Formation
- Letter Placement
- Letter Naming
- Letter Recognition

Sound/Symbol Relationship
- Consonants
- Vowels
- Digraphs
- Glide Sounds
- Consonant Blends
- Red Words (Phonetically Irregular)

Vowel Position/Types
- Closed
- Open

Sentence Composition
- Sentence Dictation
- Sentence Writing
- Voice Inflection

Word Building

Vocabulary Enrichment

Reading Comprehension

VAKT/BL Strategies
- Visual
- Auditory
- Kinesthetic
- Tactile
- Body Language
- Cueing

MATERIALS
★ Bridge to Reading Guide
★ Phonics 1 Guide
★ Phonics 1 Online Video Subscription
★ Phonics Sound Symbol Pack (large)
  • Felt Paper
  • Mr. Ed & Ms. Odd Puppets
  • Bridge Alphabet Posters
  • Spell Tabs (set of ten)
  • Classroom Alphabet Display
  • LC Reading Collection Level 1
  • Writing the Alphabet Manuscript Handwriting Packet (set of 2)
  • Jewel Box Words – Phonics 1
  • Treasure Chest Sentences – Phonics 1
  • Red Word Card Pack
  • Cards for Gluing

★ Essential Classroom Materials